November 19, 2010 Scouting Report – A Snowless November So Far: Thanksgiving Up Next,
Dry Continues, A 39 Degree High, Tim likes Annuals, and Nick’s Collage
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
Smile/Dry. Fall is a nice time of year. This was especially true in 2010. At a CDGA board
meeting this week I explained briefly that to be dry following Labor Day was actually a good
thing in a myopic/short-sighted way. Good? Good from the standpoint that a lot of work can be
accomplished on golf courses during a dry fall as we prepare for the next growing season. For
example, following this difficult season we experienced a re-dedication to “back to the basics”.
We saw a large number of projects to ensure proper drainage of turf surfaces in play next season.
Chief among basic agronomic practices is cultivation such as core aerification. We sometimes

Holes. On a foggy and cold morning Wednesday this week I was noting signs of core aerification
on Sunshine’s number 2 green. I could almost see roots smiling. Almost. Settle 11-19-10
might just say poking holes, but in the end it’s a little more complicated and involves highly
specialized equipment that lives its life on a golf course. Not surprisingly, this simple cultivation
practice provides an enormous impact on root growth. Based in science, it allows increased
length and biomass than otherwise might exist. You see the soil can be difficult to penetrate for
a plant root due to compaction caused by the game of golf. Golfer traffic has been more than
just shoes for quite some time – the invention of the golf cart or buggy occurred in Long Beach,
California about 1951. Golf cart use has changed the game and if anything else has meant
superintendents are even more on their toes when it comes to decisions regarding how they
manage soil structure and its pore spaces which contain the gas of life – oxygen. Smile/Breathe.
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Thanksgiving Might Just See SNOW. http://blog.chicagoweathercenter.com/
“Season's coldest air threatening to spin up intense mid-week storm; rain/sleet mix Wednesday
could switch to snow Thanksgiving Eve and stick” Tom Skilling

As one might expect our temperatures this fall continue to slip. In fact yesterday, Thursday our
high did not climb above 40 degrees. My truck’s temperature reading was 39 degrees in the
morning and I was more than surprised to find the mercury never budged any higher on Nov 18.
But, my eyes are still on the rain gauge which has little to show for itself since Labor Day.
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We Bid Adieu (Say Goodbye) To Niki Our 2010 Sunshine Course Intern
Each year we have a position to enable a student to gain experience with regard to golf course
management. They experience its management in a hands-on way. This year Chris Painter hired
and worked with Niki Monroe a student from Joliet Junior College. Niki has a strong
background in horticulture and decided to go beyond flowers and try turf (I can relate to). I
spoke with Niki who has a green thumb. She puts it to good use in her own yard’s landscape (I
can relate again). Her efforts had Sunshine looking good all year. For example, on September
22 for the iTurf Expo Field Day attendees saw a nice touch – flowers planted around each golf
hole marker on Sunshine Course. A first! We wish Niki the best and hope that her experiences
on Sunshine Course will benefit her future career of horticulture in Illinois. During a goodbye
pizza party in her honor she heard two words more than once – “Thank You”.

Niki Munroe, Sunshine Course Intern, cultivates the 2010 Annuals Evaluation Garden in
preparation for next year. Her efforts also had an impact at Midwest Golf House. Stack 11-10-10

Got Flowers? Here’s a nice zinnia in bloom during the BMW Championship. Settle 9-10-10
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Tim Sibicky, MS - TSibicky@cdga.org CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Gregory Stack, MS – GStack@illinois.edu University of Illinois Extension Specialist
Ornamental Grasses in the Landscape
It’s not really a news flash that incorporating the use of ornamental grasses into your golf course
landscape design plans can add a relatively low maintenance form of color, texture and interest.
But what if you were to take some of the smaller forms of ornamental grass, many of them being
annuals, and put them into containers? You would have a way to add color, texture and interest
into entry ways, patios or anywhere else at your facility. What’s even better is that many of
these grasses can look attractive very late into the season. Here at the Midwest Golf House,
several ornamental grasses were grown
in containers and actually got better
looking as the season progressed. A
week before Thanksgiving, these
grasses continue to add interest to the
front entrance of the building.
The plants on display were a
combination of true grasses and grass
like plants called Carex. ‘Red Rooster’
is a tall (24 inch) Carex that has stiff,
bronze foliage while ‘Bronco’ is a
shorter (14 inch) Carex that is looser
and mop like but still has a very nice
copper bronze color. Carex ‘Amazon
Mist’ grew to 14 inches tall and offered
green and white variegated foliage that
was very soft textured.
The true
grasses on display were Stipa ‘Pony
Tails’ that grew to 24 inches. It is very
fine textured and had green straw
colored foliage. Blue Fescue offered a
short (10 inch) plant with steel blue
foliage. All of the plants with the
exception of Blue Fescue also offered
interest due to their ability to move in
the wind.
All of the grasses have been grown in
14 inch containers using a soilless Carex ‘Red Rooster’ (top), Stipa ‘Pony Tails’ (far
media and requiring standard watering left), Carex ‘Bronco’ (middle), Carex ‘Amazon Mist’
and fertilization through the season. As (right), Blue Fescue (front left). Stack 11-19-10
the weather turned cool and the frost took out other annuals, these grasses continue to offer color
and interest and probably will look good for some time more. You might try adding a few red
and yellow twig dogwood stems to the containers to give it a different “fresh” look that can carry
them even further into the winter season. These are just a few of the many grasses that would
make attractive patio containers. Try a few next season. They might spark some interesting
comments because of their use as container plants.
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2010 Annuals Flower Trial Update
While attending the iTurfExpo 2010 field day on September 22, superintendents and vendors
were asked to participate in evaluating the University of Illinois Annuals Evaluation Garden out
on the Sunshine Course by casting their votes for their top 5 favorites. The voters were given
five flags, with each individual placing a single flag next to their favorite variety. At the end of
the day the results were tallied indicating five clear winners among the survey. The Results seen
below in the figure shows a Marigold by the variety of ‘Moonsong Deep Orange’ caught the
attention of the visitors with its numerous, bright, golden orange blossoms to receive first place.
Second and third were Zinnias, varieties ‘Uproar Rose’ and ‘Profusion Knee high red’
respectively. Honorable mentions were the Coleus (Solenostemon) (2010) 'Versa Crimson Gold'
ranked fourth and Echinacea 'Pow Wow White' in fifth. For Complete review of the results for
the 2010 season evaluation feel free to visit the University of Illinois Extension website found at
http://urbanext.illinois.edu/trialgarden/2010/about.cfm. Special thanks goes out to University of
Illinois Extension Specialists Greg Stack and Richard Hentschel along with a dedicated group of
master gardener volunteers who have worked very hard all summer long to maintain the trial.

Top varieties were rated at the annual iTurfExpo Field Day on September 22, 2010 by
superintendents and vendors alike. Other preferred varieties included Marigold ‘Moonsong
Deep Orange’(upper left), Zinnia ‘Uproar Rose’(upper right), Zinnia ‘Profusion Knee high
red’(lower left), Coleus/Solenostemon 'Versa Crimson Gold' (lower middle) and Echinacea 'Pow
Wow White' (lower right). Stack 9-22-10
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org www.cdgaturf.com
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
A collage of photos and graphs put together by Nick DeVrise shows the Turfgrass Program
continues to do a few things – from diagnostics, to research, to education. Thank you for all
your support and for indulging us by viewing photo after photo and graph after graph. We were
just telling a story called 2010. Our version gives a 3-way perspective of 1) turfgrass science 2)
golf course superintendents, and 3) golfers. I hope you enjoyed it and Happy Thanksgiving!
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Final images

Orchids. Did I ever mention I really like orchids? I collect them. They bloom in winter. Here is
a Phalaenopsis that just called my name at a recent orchid sale in Villa Park, IL. Settle 11-17-10

Last leaves. A photo of the last few leaves hanging on a red maple or Acer rubrum. I will miss
the foliage of our trees on Sunshine Course. Meantime, I will just enjoy its bark. Settle 11-17-10
Happy Thanksgiving and see you next season...
Derek, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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